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Introduction and description of the scientific problem 

 
Wars, armed clashes occurred in the past, are in the present and will very likely be in the 

future. The development of an entire arsenal of combat vehicles with different purpose, 

protection and combat capabilities for the mechanized armies continued over the past hundred 

years in order to fight battles. Depending on the armor, the firepower, the number of 

transported soldiers or the difficulty of transportation, a wide range of technical asset from 

heavy tanks to light troop transport vehicles has been created, from which sometimes 

independent branches have been formed.  In the modern era, we can experience the expansion 

of airborne armored combat vehicles with high mobility, as in the world’s crisis areas, the 

application of such vehicles is needed for peacemaking, peacekeeping missions. At the same 

time, direct ground attacks and terrorist attacks, carried out by mines or other homemade 

explosives, cause enormous human and material losses for the troops during transportation, 

convoy escort or reconnaissance tasks. 

 Unfortunately, during my PhD studies, my objectives against roadside bombs got a new 

and sad actuality relating to Hungary. In memoriam: 

Richárd Nagy (2004 Iraq) 

Gyula Kovács (2008 Afghanistan) 

Krisztián Nemes (2008 Afghanistan) 

Judit Pappné Ábrahám (2010 Afghanistan) 

György Kolozsvári (2010 Afghanistan) 

 The number of attacks in Afghanistan does not diminish, but unfortunately continuously 

rises. The number of fatal victims regularly increased following 2001, in 2009, 521, in 2010, 

711 people were killed. 

 I'm not a soldier. After finishing my compulsory military service, I got into daily contact 

with military vehicles as a civilian based on my job assignment as a designer of combat 

vehicles
1
. Vehicles, designed by us, have to meet a lot of requirements. Unfortunately it is not 

uncommon that these requirements, specifications, test conditions are not entirely up to date. 

It happens even more often, that the completed vehicles – mostly by necessity – are used for 

other purposes. It also happens, that the conditions of an operation change underway, 

unanticipated threats occur. 

                                                
1
 General Dynamics European Land Systems-Steyr GmbH 
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We, designers get to know only after a belated feedback, what additional risks we should have 

had to take into account in planning. It happened, that we were criticized unfoundedly by the 

media, for instance because of our uncovered turret, although we have a large selection of 

products and we deliver based on the customer’s needs. The better protection is, of course, 

more expensive. In addition, the overload could turn into an undesirable chain reaction, which 

can force the choice on a vehicle with greater capacity (even more costly). 

 However, in the worst situation are the users, who carry out their duties using that vehicle 

and equipment which is available for them in the given time period.  

 In my work I wanted to reinterpret the robot concept, in order to create a concept which is 

equally applicable to ordinary robots, to androids, to unattended ground sensors (motionless) 

as far as the software robots. My ambition was constantly undermined by the fact that 

however I approached the concept I was confronted either by the perfection of the sectioning 

which makes them meaningless, or the turnout of one or two exceptions from a given 

category, which do not fit into the concept. 

 Although all robots, used in operational theatre, have their own place within the context of 

asymmetric warfare, but this is not enough. We need to research and develop a possibility of 

cooperation, or even the literally connection between individual robots. 

 

Accordingly I set the following objectives of my work: 

 

1. Analyze the risks for the mission performers and demonstrate that despite the international 

cooperation and the technical developments, threat is increasing and the growth of casualties, 

caused by occasional home-made explosive devices can be stopped or reduced by the 

application of robotic vehicles. 

 

2. Demonstrate that the adaptation of the technological achievements on robotic vehicles can 

improve the conditions between the vehicle convoys and the special mission applications in 

this area, which is going to be directly measurable by the number of lives saved. 

 

3. Investigate the organizational, technical, communication and management conditions 

creation of mixed vehicle convoys, and develop requirements for their reliability. 
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4. Research and demonstrate (in close relation to the topic) the ethical and legal aspects of the 

military use of robots, in particular the issues of autonomy and weapon applying, since this 

area of military science is not enough researched. 

 

During my research I applied the following research methods: 

 

I made an extensive literature review on domestic and foreign literature sources dealing with 

the subject of my thesis. I extended my professional knowledge needed to achieve the 

objectives of my research by processing the printed and electronic materials. I made 

consultations with professionals experienced in the use of military technical equipments and 

with soldiers who served over seas about the planning, design and testing of combat vehicle 

designs. 

 As a student and presenter I was involved in several – in relation to the subject of my thesis 

– national and international scientific conferences. My research results were published 

regularly in professional publications and in the form of scientific lectures. Also at my 

workplace I was striving to collect and organize all the available and relevant information, 

literature. 

 

The delimitation of the topic: 

 

- At my topic selection I was planning to describe the division and the utilization of 

robots and within that the land robots. But during my studies, Zoltán Gácser and Péter 

Kucsera both have successfully defended their doctoral dissertations (2008 and 2009) 

about that topic before me. Taking their work as a basis I didn’t want to fall in 

repetition (also because of volume reasons) and this way I could focus on real-sized 

robotic vehicles. 

- For the sake of completeness I mention stationary robots, and the protection of fixed 

installations but I haven’t dealt with them. 

- I touch on autonomous robot systems in my thesis, but completely autonomous ground 

robotic vehicles are not the topic of my research.  

 

 

The written material of the dissertation has been finished on 31 January 2011. 
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In order to achieve the set objectives the following chapters have 

been constructed: 

 

I Chapter: I analyze the currently threatening risks on combat vehicles serving in missions or 

the convoys’ risk factors, paying particular attention to the characterization of IED
2
 attacks 

taking the most victims: 

 The so-called Achilles’ heel of coalition forces is the protection against roadside bombs, 

there is no 100% safe solution against attacks, and explosives; 

 the personal protection of soldiers can’t be underestimated, not even within vehicles; 

 the use of UAV
3
-s, small UGV

4
-s is only for additional help; 

 the electronic jamming is not always effective; 

 the add-on armoring is not ideal from explosion-protection point of view; 

 the MRAP
5
 vehicles can also be considered as single-purpose. 

Conclusions: 

- I proved that contrary to expectations, casualty reduction did not occur; 

- more soldiers and vehicles than needed provide a bigger ”target area”; 

- its advantageous to reduce the number of vehicles driven by a human; 

- research and development of new typed wheeled vehicles is required; 

- a radical improvement can be achieved only through the application of real size robot 

vehicles which are able to fully take over the functions of conventional vehicles. 

 

II. Chapter: I point out the difficulties posed by the further development of combat vehicles 

and then I propose a solution for the application of real size ground robots. I systemize the 

advantages and disadvantages of robot use (in contrast to traditional combat vehicles), and 

define the requirement systems of IT components of robot vehicles. I also analyze the 

application possibilities of GIS
6
 in case of robots: 

 Applications of ground robots, their advantages and disadvantages; 

 systematization and analysis of the special requirements (requiring field design) which 

are in opposition to the IT tools of ground robotic components: 

 I analyzed the possible dangers on ground robot vehicles and their sensors; 

                                                
2
 IED - Improvised Explosive Devices 

3
 UAV - Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

4
 UGV - Unmanned Ground Vehicle 

5
 MRAP - Mine Resistant Ambush Protected 

6
 GIS - Geographical Information System 
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 I created the requirements for the IT tools; 

 I touched on the problem of high-power electric and hybrid vehicles; 

 analysis of the opportunities provided by GIS. 

Conclusions: 

- meeting the unreasonably high expectations (e.g. extreme operating requirements) result 

in additional expenses; 

- We also have to deal with the problem of autonomy at large, remote controlled robots; 

- it has to be considered already at the planning and at tenders that the subassembly of 

vehicles and their weapon-systems should be remote controlled in the future; 

- the education of robot-operators has to start now, to introduce them the principles of a 

totally new dimension of perception and action. 

 

III. Chapter: I examine the existing and perspective relationship among battlefield robots. I 

propose additional forms of cooperation for the realizably of symbiotic applications: 

 I started out from the requirements of the much better published UAV-s and point by 

point I implemented them to the UGV-s 

 I outlined the main areas of deployment of air, ground and aquatic robots, I analyzed the 

basic differences; 

 future mutual cooperation/ symbiosis of ground and aerial robots; 

 aerial robot "launcher and catcher", the development of the implementation steps. 

Conclusions: 

- A large proportion of newly developed ground vehicles will be robot vehicles; 

- it is preferable to concentrate on already resentful real size vehicles with good off-road 

capability; 

- the symbiosis of ground and aerial robots could achieve local air superiority by the 

aerial reconnaissance happening yet in real time (local GIS); 

- technically, the fully automatic robot-airplane carrier system could be built in the near 

future. 

 

IV. Chapter: The mixed, and therefore convoys of humane and robot vehicles are modeled. I 

discuss the structure of robot platforms and the deployment opportunities based on different 

degrees of autonomy. I put particular attention to security issues, the difficulties of the 

(future) approval of robot vehicles in road traffic: 

 Safety aspects of the design and application of ground robotic devices; 
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 realistic possibilities of secure application; 

 overview of automotive developments, in particular of the enlargement opportunities of 

security issues of vehicles running in convoys; 

 modeling convoys consisting of mixed humane and robot vehicles: 

 fully autonomous vehicles; 

 semi-autonomous (follower) vehicles; 

 remote, leading or following vehicles; 

  “connected” following vehicles. 

Conclusions: 

- The robots take over not only the heavy, monotonous, dangerous work from people, but 

they are able to fulfill such complex tasks for which human are physiologically 

incapable; 

- the use of ground robotic devices  means – at least in part – a way out of the unsolvable 

problems of common military development; 

- the described autonomously running robot vehicles with a mechanical restraint 

connection could be the precursors and the testers of this process. 

 

V. Chapter: I analyze the various currently existing robot concepts in a critical way and 

examine the deployment possibilities of robots and its automatic weapons respectively. I 

investigate in particular the ethical issues in connection to this and make a proposal for 

determining the reliability of robot users: 

 Evolution and change of the robot terminology; 

 the ethical issues of robotic warfare I. – combat robots: 

 what is a robot? / combat robots / humans and robots / arising problems at the 

application of robots / accidents caused by robots (?) / robot against robot? 

 the ethical issues of robotic warfare II. – military morality: 

 combat (military) ethics / use of weapons by robots by the degree of control (by 

humans) / robot-ethics / robot-laws, the laws of robotic warfare / is a Robot also a 

Man? (looking to the future); 

 the issue of responsibility: 

 what is the sense of today's robots? 

 the user is responsible! 
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Conclusions: 

- to forbid the automatic use of weapons is certainly not possible, therefore, we should 

seek to regulate their use; 

- is each robot a potential weapon? – the faster, heavier ones mean already a threat by 

their kinetic energy; 

- the weakest links in the security chain of the application of robots are humans; 

- robots can’t be employed against mankind; 

- the current and future relationship between man and real robot has to be researched 

further. 

 

Summary of conclusions 

 

Every army is seeking to protect its soldiers from enemy attacks as much as possible. Its hard 

to process losses in a way, where we are aware of the fact, that we can’t guarantee adequate 

protection, even so we send troops there... If a full withdrawal is impossible, new ways must 

be found. Although the deployment of heavy armor would have protectional advantages, the 

civilian population would be averse from. Even though the probability of personal injuries, 

losses is reducible with the help of different actions, new security techniques/ tactics, to 

exclude them with the highest probability can only happen with the application of robots. 

Already today this is the most convincing argument regarding the need for the development of 

robots. The “price” of manpower will not diminish in the future, but on the contrary, will 

continue to rise, because human life has no exchange value. The “cost-effectiveness” and the 

rate of expenditures spent on research and development have to be viewed based on that 

perspective. The military assets should be further developed in a way, that they can more 

effectively protect manpower, and that they can more successfully take up the fight against 

the enemy. The general deployment of robots will affect (in the case of aerial robots it  has 

already seriously affected) the methods of warfare as well! Robots are going to be effective 

assistants also at smaller sized armies. As means of deterrence they can also pose a technical-

technological superiority. They could replace soldiers and with their appearance it will be 

possible to accomplish such massive military operations which have been unimaginable until 

now. Because of crossing some (sensory, reactivity) borders these are at a given moment 

practically not overlookable and not traceable for people. The GIS has an enormous 

importance in this phase of the combat actions, as the independent robot- group work can be 

based only on this. The relevant information has to be filtered out from the large amount of 
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data as soon as possible to ensure rapid and responsible (whether human or “machine made”) 

decisions. 

 With the application of new type, real sized robotic vehicles, more and more vehicles led 

by people can be substituted. It is a priceless advantage that the well-trained operators of 

robots are not exposed to imminent danger, therefore, they can work stress-free. After the 

loss, breakdown or blockage of robotic vehicles they can take over the control of another 

robot without loss of time. The expensive mechanical protection of the UGV’s has to be taken 

into consideration and the required level of protection of certain robots and its major 

components. The appointed tasks can only be performed with vehicles with proper protection. 

 Ground robots will probably never completely supplant the traditional transportation and 

combat vehicles, but the reasonable combinations of robots and traditional vehicles are 

gaining ground in the future. Initially rather at monotonous, time consuming and dangerous 

missions. Besides the circumstances of asymmetric warfare, the provision of logistic 

alimentation belongs here. The mixed compilation of convoys may significantly reduce losses 

besides higher transportation performance. Later – under effective control – robots can 

participate in missions which would exceed the physiological limits of humans, especially at 

the special units. 

 The overall objective is to minimize the number of humans for the individual tasks and 

activities. Perhaps we can only compare the importance of massive military use of networked 

robots with the replacement of cavalry by motorization and the debut of aircrafts.  The 

implementation may take many decades, but the process is unstoppable. 

At new purchases / tenders, respectively at the planning of vehicle development we have to 

think about the fact that in the near future a great demand will rise for remote controlled robot 

platforms and vehicles that are field capable and suited with adequate carrying capabilities. 

Therefore, it is practical to choose the “drive by wire” assemblies (steering, brakes, engine 

management, etc) at the new constructions, which allow remote control. Not only for combat 

vehicles, but in general. For example for the mass produced, relatively cheap earth-work 

machines without special protection, entirely new perspectives open up, if they can be made 

low costly remote controlled.  

 In any case we have to be prepared for communication disintegration emergencies! 

Already today, the issue of security appears as the Achilles’ heel of civil- and military 

purposed robot developments. We have to achieve with multi-circuit/ multi-level security 

arrangements and well-protected channels of communication that the machines, their control 

programs and the on/ off buttons always remain under the supervision of people. 
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Those automatic safety systems are good, that people are satisfied with, or ideally, they do not 

even know of their existence. Perfect security systems are those ones which people can’t – 

even if they want to – cut out. 

 The robotization trends will strengthen, robots made with the most advanced technologies 

will more and more often encounter on future battlefields and they will more and more 

effectively increase the safety of their troops. The present events also show that armies, which 

have no sufficient financial and human resources for the development or purchase of 

battlefield robots, have a significant disadvantage. As in every field, also here we must strive 

to find the balance of our own and the allies’ goals, expectations and budgets. 

 In the near future scientific research should answer the technical, tactical and ethical 

questions proposed by applying war robotics. Not only at peacekeeping forces, but at other 

military arrangements, the application of autonomous robot vehicles and the use of their 

weapons without operating personnel is a question because of martial law and ethical reasons. 

 Freewill is a positive thing. Many consider it to be one of the key criterions of a human 

being. On the other hand self-administered justice is negative. It is difficult to clearly 

determine where the boundary lies between the two. Many, not only minor details are still 

unsolved, unregulated. Questions have to be answered in time to be implemented in martial 

law. Not accidental tragedies should force out and shape the robot ethical laws afterwards! 

The areas are already growing, where technical possibilities replace human. This trend of 

warfare is gradually relevant. Experts have to find that optimal ratio, where man and machine 

complement each other in the most mutual and harmonical way. It is well known that "peace 

can’t be brought by tanks". Thought further: "with robots even less". The networking and 

conciliatory role of people remains, but the robots can be effective helpers. 

Robots instead of people! In the ethical law of robotic warfare, at the deployment of robots 

against humans, the human has to take the final decision, favorably as late as possible or even 

at the very last stage. There still does not exist such a level of artificial intelligence, which 

could decide with responsibility on the robots’ use of weapons (against people, and other). 

Therefore, about the use of weapons only people can decide! Accidents happened by robots 

(in today’s development phase) due to unwarranted, inappropriate or not proportional counter 

strike measures, can’t be blamed on them. Even the manufacturers, designers, programmers, 

testers, etc. can only secondarily held liable in cases where evidence of his willful default, 

human error, failure or malfunction caused an accident. 
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As long as we consider our full responsibility in the decision making about automated 

systems and if we keep the robot laws, we can live in peace with the newer- and newer 

generation and our more and more advanced helpers. 

 

New scientific results 

New scientific results are considered as follows: 

 

1. I proved based on missionary experience, the introduced regulations and statistical data that 

the increasing losses could be reduced significantly by the application of robot convoys and 

with special technical solutions presented by me. 

 

2. I elaborated the most important security and operation requirements for robot vehicles, 

systematized the possibility of joint deployment of human and robot driven vehicles, have 

defined the specific requirements imposed on the IT components. 

 

3. I examined the circumstances of the application of aerial and ground robots, I made 

proposals for the future, for the possible autonomous mutual interactions between them, and 

worked out the conceptual buildup and functioning of a launcher and catcher construction for 

aerial robots and set the basis for its development phases. 

 

4. I analyzed the currently deployed armed robots, automatic weapons, systematized them 

according to their level of human control. By considering the ethical and martial law I worked 

out a method to clarify explicit responsibility. 

 

Recommendations, the practical usability of research results 

 

The thoughts and results of my thesis can be used both in the theoretical and practical phases 

of research and development programs of peacekeeping missions aimed at the rise of safety. 

 The researched issues can affect the preparation, foundation of future security targeted 

tenders of the Hungarian Defense Forces and preparation of a common strategy elaboration 

with NATO for robot applications. 

 Military educational institutions have to introduce a higher level robot-operator training 

and the teaching of robot ethics in their higher education programs. 
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The considerations, the systematic conclusions of the thesis are usable in the research and 

development of robots and their control programs and applications. Due to a profit oriented 

economic we have to expect additional production export in countries, where humans are 

employed instead of industrial robots. The "clash of civilizations" on the other hand may also 

bring a result, that countries – which may not be able to exploit the opportunities offered by 

robotic warfare – get into an even more naked position. In the more developed countries, the 

world's dominant armed robotic forces should not only act like "receptors", but we should 

seek partnerships with our own developments. With the cooperation of scientists from 

neighboring countries remarkable results can be achieved in a short time. In the field of robot-

ethics for example we could also be initiators of a comprehensive international agreement. 
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of the Pandur wheeled combat vehicles as the designer of subassemblies, mainly as a 

specialist of components permitting amphibiousness. I deal with the work out of technical 

documentations, the analysis and solving of the problems arising at prototype and  pre-

production assembly and sometimes the coordination of staff which has been entrusted to me. 

I participate in the tests and test runs, I prepare overviews of competing company's products, 

and I develop proposals for own development directions (for internal use). 

 I am the intellectual author of more innovations and the co-author of an inscribed patent, 

which deals with the option to reduce or disguise the displaying of exhausts and exhaust gas 

of amphibious combat vehicles on thermal images. 

 I published two foreign language publications, eleven Hungarian ones and one as co-

author. I held presentations at eleven conferences. 

 Besides my graduation in Hungarian and Slovak languages, I have an advanced level 

complex Czech, and an intermediate level complex German language certificate. I often 

translate technical documents in / from German, Czech, Slovak and Hungarian languages. 

 In my public activities I’m the member of the Research workshop of unmanned air 

vehicles and battlefield robots, and the Hungarian Association of Military Science (Magyar 

Hadtudományi Társaság). 

  I started my doctoral studies (on self-finance and long-distance base) in autumn of 2007 

at the School of Military Engineering, at the Defense Electronics, Information and 

Communication Science Department. 

 

 

 

Schwechat, 22 February 2011 

 

                                                                                                             Béla Koleszár  

 

 


